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Easier, faster, and better 
root development from day 1.
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the all-new 

growfoam®max
growfaster
growfoam®max is an all-new foam substrate with an even softer foam structure and a brand 
new design. Leading to easier, faster, and optimized root development from day (or DAS) 1. 
With even more competitive performance versus organic material.

Uniformity:
With a new optimized design, growfoam®max 
offers improved growth uniformity due to  lack of 
stress. This reduces failure for all crops.

Efficiency:
New 144 cell trays for 27mm plugs are a perfect fit 
for Meteor floaters.

Reduce your operational costs:
100% automation-ready, no price increases for 
2022, and near-infinite shelf-life.
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Fresh weight improvement:

growsafer
growfoam®max offers the same risk-free performance you’ll be familiar with from using the 
regular growfoam® substrates.

Risk-free performance:
Produced in the Netherlands and building US 
stock to reduce lead time and shipping costs.

Clean:
growfoam® contains no pathogens and is 
completely free of E-Coli and Listeria. 

Reliable:
Every growfoam® batch is produced to 
exactly the same specs and is 100% inert. 
Your nutrient recipe will never change
(unless you want it to).
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growfoam®max is the only sustainable and future-proof growing solution available to date. 
100% bio degradable, peat-free, and completely recyclable. With the optimized  growfoam®-

max substrate recipe, we now advise reducing watering frequency from 24 to 12 times per day.

No peat:
growfoam® is completely non-organic. No peat mining is needed, so valuable peat 
environments can stay intact.

Waste:
growfoam® leaves nothing but water and CO2  behind, which is fully compensated in line with 
the international Gold Standard criteria.

No PFAS. No micro plastics:
growfoam®  contains no harmful materials such as PFAS and microplastics, that can end up in 
the produce or the environment. 

growgreener

Try our new growfoam®max now. 

Contact us and our substrate specialists will help you get the max 
out of your growing system with the all-new growfoam®max 
substrates. 

More info?

growfoam® is now TÜV Home Composting certified, alongside 
its TÜV Industrial Composting certification. 

This means growfoam® substrates  easily decompose in  
compost heaps.
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